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WHAT IS BUSD CLUB
BUSD CLUB is a mining farm built on the Binance
Smart Chain. 


Smart contract of the project is open and
straightforward. Special mechanics allow all
investors to earn up to 5% daily.


BUSD CLUB is not only about earning. It’s about
community where every member is valuable.


We strive to build a strong community with pure
crypto vibe and place where you can relax while
earning passive income.


Some alpha is coming in the future as well
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ECONOMY
Buy miners, each miner generates 1 BUSDCLUB
mine token every second.
Every day you earn 5% from your deposit (miners).
Withdraw your reward in BUSD or reinvest to earn
more. Each reinvest gives you a 5% bonus to your
miners.
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ECONOMY
Calculating the purchase of miners
Buy BUSD amount
Buy BUSD amount + Contract Balance

Calculating Reinvest (purchase of miners for
BUSDCLUB token)
BUSDCLUB token amount
working time

Market BUSDCLUB token

*

working time

Calculating the purchase of miners
BUSDCLUB token
BUSDCLUB token + Market BUSDCLUB

*

Contract Balance

Market BUSDCLUB token - the amount of BUSDCLUB token in the market.


Initial amount = 333000000000. 20% of each purchase amount of miners and Reinvest, as well as 100% of the BUSDCLUB
tokens sale amount are added to the value of Market BUSDCLUB token.


*Working Time - miners working time. Working Time = 1728000 (number of seconds in 20 days) If you don't make any
transactions within 20 days (buying miners, selling BUSDCLUB or Reinvest) then the miners will stop. Any of these
transactions will get the miner running again.


*Contract Balance - the contract balance, which increases with every purchase of miners and decreases with every sale
of a MineToken. The Contract Balance determines the profitability of miners, which makes the economy more stable.
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FREE MINERS

Every member can get free miners worth 10 BUSD
and check how the system works, but the Reinvest
and Withdraw features are available only after a

minimum purchase of 50 BUSD miners.
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ANTIWHALE SYSTEM
The problem with such kind of miners is that the
user who invested at the very start of the project
get super profits due to the rapid growth of the
contract balance from zero to the first million.
We have solved this problem and made our
economy more balanced. So users who invest
before 500,000 BUSD and after 500,000 BUSD are
getting the same profit.
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INSURANCE POOL

To incentive new investors and keep the 

project growth consistent we implemented

an Insurance Pool.


1% from each deposit and 1% from each
withdraw is transferred to the Insurance
Pool smart contract.


If you bought miners and no one made any
purchase within 60 minutes, then the entire
Insurance Pool balance will be
automatically transferred to your wallet
address.
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FEES
5% is charged for every purchase of miners and withdrawal.


This 5% consists of:

4% - Dev Fee for project development and marketing

1% - Insurance Pool 


Also, a 4% fee is charged on the available miners with each
sale of BUSDCLUB mine token (withdraw BUSD). It’s an
additional mechanism against whales and too often
withdrawals, which makes the system even more balanced.
At the same time there is 5% bonus when reinvesting. So it’s
better to reinvest at least few times before withdrawal.


You need to keep this in mind when developing your mining
strategy.
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STRATEGY
Choosing the right strategy - is the most important step to
get the highest return of investments.


You can either build your own strategy or use the one that
our community already has built.


Some of the popular strategies are 10/1, 6/1. For example,
due to the strategy 6/1 you should reinvest everyday during
6 days and withdraw the profit on 7th day.


If you want to build your own strategy - then don’t forget to
count all fees / bonuses.


Community strategies and profit calculator are available in
this document: https://bit.ly/3Qhewkk
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REFERRAL PROGRAM
Recommend BUSD CLUB to your friends and earn even more.
Profit from purchases of your friend
Profit from withdrawals of your friends
Unlock level

Min. Buy Miners*

When buying miners

When Withdrawal

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7

100 BUSD
250 BUSD
500 BUSD
1000 BUSD
2500 BUSD
5000 BUSD
10000 BUSD

6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
3%
4%

1%
1%
1%

*Min. Buy Miners - your minimum investment to unlock this level in order to receive
referral rewards
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REFERRAL PROGRAM
If you invite just 2 friends with 250 BUSD and they do the
same - you get 2640 BUSD directly in your wallet!
Level 1 (6%)
Level 2 (5%)
Level 3 (4%)
Level 4 (3%)
Level 5 (2%)

Level 6 (3%)

Level 7 (4%)
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INSTRUCTIONS
Install Metamask - https://metamask.io
Add Binance Smart Chain network - https://chainlist.org/chain/5
Deposit BUSD and a small amount BNB to your wallet (for gas)
Purchase miners and start earning


You can deposit funds to your metamask using credit card or just send
from crypto exchange (like Binance).
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ROADMAP
We plan to expand BUSD CLUB ecosystem with a
variety of projects.
Q3 2022 BUSD CLUB Miner release
Q3 2022 BUSD CLUB Lottery release
Q4 2022 BUSD CLUB Token release
Q4 2022 BUSD CLUB NFT Collection release

Alpha community access

Q1 2023 BUSD CLUB mini p2e game release
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FAQ
How does the BUSD CLUB work? 
You deposit BUSD and earn up to 5% of your investment everyday. Your earnings can be increased or reduced
depending on your strategy. As long as there is BUSD on the balance of the contract rewards will be paid
Is it safe? 
Yes, it’s safe. Our smart contract is audited and has open code for everyone to check
How much are my fees? 
There is a total fee of 5%. It consists of 4% developer fee and 1% insurance pool fee. 
There is also a 4% tax in each withdrawal from your miners. At the same time you get 5% bonus to your miners
each reinvest
What is Insurance Pool? 
Insurance Pool was created to incentive new investors and keep the project growth consistent. 1% from each
purchase of miners and withdrawal goes to the Insurance Pool. If you invest and there is no new purchase of
miners during 60 minutes after you - then the entire Insurance Pool balance goes directly to your wallet
What is the minimum investment? 
50 BUSD is the minimum investment
How do referrals work? 
There are 7 levels in the BUSD CLUB referral program. In order to receive rewards you first need to unlock the
desired level. After that just share your referral link with your friends and get BUSD rewards directly to your
wallet.
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LINKS

Website: https://busd.club/


Twitter: https://twitter.com/busd_club


Telegram News: https://t.me/busd_club


Telegram Chat: https://t.me/busd_club_chat


Telegram Chat RU: https://t.me/busd_club_rus
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